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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins!  

home hose joke cone pose vote poke 

nose hope lope zone tone pole home 

hole vote wove role note sole yoke 

rope code lone joke rope vote robe 

robe mole dome doze rove hose tone 

note pole poke hole cove hope lope 
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins!  

phone quote close spoke wrote quote throne 

slope globe broke stove whole stole stroke 

stone froze choke shone smoke those drove 

drove chose wrote choke stove chose stone 

stroke those whole broke shone froze slope 

throne stole smoke close spoke globe phone 
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blot drop froze block smock quote knot 

slot choke shop chose spoke trot spot 

drove prop stop slop smoke those stone 

plot stove wrote globe clock blob shot 

stroke frog crop broke flock stole slope 

phone close smoke plop whole clog throne 
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